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This week struck an interesting trending chord in the
Twitter-sphere as an unusual hash tag made its way to the
top.
While record-breaking music artist and The Voice Season
4 coach Usher is no stranger to the spotlight, it's actually
one of his body parts that's made headlines rather than his
body of work.
As one of the new judges on the hit NBC singing
competition, his fame and out of this world talent have
been put to good use so far as the final blind auditions
came to an end. But, surprisingly, what has captivated America most aren’t his smoldering good looks,
swooning smile or dynamic dance moves.
It's his leather-clad leg that's stealing the show!
Trending worldwide Tuesday #UshersLeg made its big debut on social media afterThe Voice’s Twitter
page decided to “play a game." It didn’t take long before hundreds of fans took over and submitted their
own versions of the kicked-back, relaxed pose with that draped arm that drips with cool.
So what more came out of this trending phenomenon?
Well, for starters the @UshersLeg Twitter page was created, and the hilarious parody account may only
have three tweets, but well over 450 followers and counting.
From pets to kids and even 90-year-old grandmothers, Celebuzz gathered the best photo versions of
#UshersLeg that came out of Tuesday's fan frenzy over Usher's now infamous appendage.
We have a feeling #UshersLeg might be staying around for a while as the singing competition starts to
heat up.
And as the saying goes -- “if you can’t beat them, join them.”
So I couldn’t help but jump in on all the fun and take a stab at perfecting that Usher swagger.
Which do you think is my better #UsherLeg pose?
Sweet?

Or with some attitude?
And now that the season is in full swing, I'll be watching out for Usher's new moves.
In the meantime, you can catch 'the leg' and the rest of Usher in action, along
withAdam, Blake and Shakira on The Voice as the battle rounds begin April 15 on NBC.
Even Shakira gets in one the Usher leg craze! Watch below and tell us if this is just too much or
you can't get enough!
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Disney Channel has a knack for giving us some of
the best new musical acts -- like the Jonas Brother,
Selena Gomez and Miley Cyrus -- and they're
doing it again with the McClain Sisters!
The hot new musical trio, made up of Disney
Channel's hit show A.N.T. Farm's China Anne McClain and her sisters Sierra and Lauryn
McClain, were signed by Hollywood Records just last week! With their new single "Rise,"
which is the inspirational anthem of Disney Friends for Change and on the soundtrack of the new
Disneynature movie Chimpanzee , these ladies are in for some very bright futures. Celebuzz got
a special chance to chat with the fashionable sisters about their rise into the music world, fashion
must-haves and love for the Hunger Games right before their Radio Disney Take Over with
Ernie D!
These sisters have been in the entertainment world for years, working with Tyler Perry and
numerous other films. Now they're ready to take over the music scene!
What’s the main reason you girls decided to pursue your music career?
Sierra: We’ve been singing together for as long as we can remember, so we were like ‘why not
just make a career out of it?’ and just do it together.
What can we expect from the album coming out? What kind of style is it?
Lauryn: It’s very different
S: Pop urban, energetic stuff. It is a lot of very different stuff. Some acoustic based stuff, we all
play guitar so we got to have some acoustic songs in there.
L: Even electric.
S: Yes, even some electric. So there is a difference and a variety to it and we’re very excited.

What can you tell us about Chimpanzee, which your song ‘Rise’ is featured on?
L: It’s a heart-moving movie and families can go see it and they are going to love it. It’s about
this little chimp who’s so cute and he’s got all this charisma -- for a chimp.
China Anne: He’s curious and he watches all these people doing stuff and he tries to do it too.
L: He goes through all these ups and downs ... it's a great movie. It’s not just about Oscar, but
about the whole world and everybody. It’s so close and personal.
And that’s how your song ties the movie together?
L: The song talks about unity. There’s a big lesson in this movie and we’re excited for
everybody to hear it and see it!
You recently filmed a music video for that. How was the shoot?
S:That was actually our first music video together and it was so much fun. We were like crying
and it was great.
C: It was really great and there were all these really cool lights that were going everywhere. So,
you’ll see a really awesome light show.
L: It’s premiering the March 25 during an episode of Austin and Ally and we’re really excited.
So what are your fashion must haves?
C: I always have to have shoes. Like a cool pair of shoes, wedges or lip gloss is probably
something that I always have to have with me. Oh I almost forgot suspenders. I love suspenders
and nerdy glasses.
L: For me I love vests. I love vests and ties.
S: I’m going to say any type of accessory like necklaces. I have my jewelry and I like earrings,
I’m a big hoops fan. I wear hoops all the time.
What are your thoughts on the Hunger Games?
L: Me and China are so excited because we read the books. We were in New York and we were
like crying because we couldn't make it to the premiere.
S: You would've thought they were like the casting directors for the film, because every time the
press released a new character they were like, ‘oh yeah they fit, oh yeah’.
C: Yeah we were like ‘yes they fit, they might have to die their hair but yes they’re great.’ We
both really keep up with it so we’re excited for it to come out.

Stylish Celeb Looks of the Week (PHOTOS)
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We’re back again with our Stylish Celeb Looks of the Week! This week has an unfair advantage,
being that it was awards weekend. Our favorite celebs came out to celebrate the Independent
Spirit Awards, Oscars, the Vanity Fair Party and many other fun events. Now, we’ve gathered
some of our favorite fancy looks of the week!
From Oscar couture to evening wear, these celebs have got it going on! There was so much to
choose from this week, including all the dresses at the Oscars. Of course one of the hottest
couples David and Victoria Beckham shined at the Vanity Fair party, as David suited up and
Victoria wore a nude strapless floor length dress. Others that caught our attention were Zoe
Saldana‘s mini floral dress, and Jennifer Lopez‘s deep ruby sequined gown with the plunging
neckline. There’s just too many great ones to choose from!
Now, can we please talk about Lily Collins‘ Monique Lhuillier gown? Whilst most would call
it a big odd, we praise her for the gorgeous way it fit her! Lily looked ravishing in the nude
chiffon, 3/4 sleeve length dress that had a lighter shade of blue embroidery that just spread across
the dress so beautifully. This was the right move for the young star!
Another great stylish outfit was Kate Beckinsale at the Independent Spirit Awards. She rocked a
one-shoulder magenta jumpsuit that was just perfect against her olive complexion. Give it to
Kate to pull off this look, she dolled up the outfit with gold bracelets, bronze heels and a cute
clutch.

So many other fashionable looks from the week, but we won’t spoil the looks. Check them out in
the gallery and let us know what you think! Make sure to tune in next week for another Stylish
Celeb Looks of the Week!
Written by Liz Calvario
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Celebs Step Out for L.A. Fashion Weekend!
Oct 27, 2011 at 12:30am

This past Friday LA Fashion Weekend at Sunset Gower Studios kicked off in Hollywood,
where Celebuzz got an exclusive seat to all of the weekend’s designers as they showed off their
hottest new collections. Opening night brought us LA-based designer Anthony Franco’s SS12
presentation where he told us about his past trip to Mexico that inspired his line,
“As soon as we landed there was a sunset and we saw the orange and pink sky meet up with the
beautiful blue ocean and at that point I knew my collection was going to have those color pallets.
I sort of fused the two between the men’s collection and the women’s.”
The weekend’s lineup continued with shows from the ever creative and fierce Betsey Johnson,
Karen Capili, Kelly Nishimoto, Dina Bar-El and Beach Rays. Some of the top buys, industry
elite and stylist were among the invitees as well as some of today’s most recognized celebs.
Jack Black was one of the first stars to come out on opening night, along with True Blood star,
Tara Buck, Glee’s favorite teacher Matthew Morrison who came out to support his model
girlfriend, who walked in the shows all weekend, Angela Simmons sat front row for the Betsey
Johnson show, as well Grey’s Anatomy star Sarah Ramirez, among others.
The three day celebration consisted of five shows mixed with astonishing formal gowns for all
types of celebrations, flowy light-toned beachy wear, cut out party dresses, black, grey and white
patterned dresses, body hugging evening wear, fun and flirty sleepwear and of course the fierce
girly looks from Betsey Johnson.
Written by Liz Calvario
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If you’ve been keeping up with the Disney Channel hit show Wizards of Waverly Place, you
know it is coming to a sad end next month! After four years of hilarious stunts, unpredictable
plots, magic mayhem, and an Emmy Award, the cast is ready to say goodbye.
The hit show brought us teen super star Selena Gomez, who’s career has been nothing but
booming the past year! Celebuzz got a chance to interview the cast and get some scoop on their
best memories, what they’ll miss, being JB‘s girlfriend and what’s in the works for the future.
Plus, if you just can’t wait to see what happens next, you’re in luck! We also have an exclusive
clip from the one hour finale!
Here’s a quick catch up: In the finale, the Russo siblings Justin, Alex and Max, face a sudden
challenge where they must go through an ultimate test to see which one of them gets to keep
their wizardly powers. The anticipation has been rising and fans keep trying to figure out who
will be the winner. We sat down with Selena, David Henrie and Jake T. Austin to get some
info on their best memories.
What are you going to miss most about each other?
Selena: Honestly, the fighting with him. (David) I am, because it was the best, whenever I read
scripts or read anything and its bickering, I’ve never done it as well as when I did it with David,
on the show and in real life. It was good and it was fun!
David: Yeah it was fun. I don’t know, she’s a lot fun I had a good time with her.
Jake: I’m going to miss working with the crew, working with the cast every day. I’m going to
miss playing my character Max because it was so much fun with the unpredictable antics that the
writers wrote. We’re going to miss it, but it’s not like we are going to cut contact from each
other! We still know each other, we’re still involved. It’s just not going to the same work place
and be in that environment ever again. The only way that we will be able to relive that is by
watching the episodes. It’s kind of sad, but at the same time you have to be appreciative of what
we had.
What’s the best thing that you got out of this experience?

S: I learned a lot. Whenever people ask me that, even if it’s not in an interviews, I always say my
cast and my crew just taught me so much! I thank David and Jake, especially David, for
challenging me as an actress because he opened me up and made me better.
Did you take any mementos from the show?
S: The producers from the shows gave us our wands, it was really cool. It’s this cool glass case
with a little engraving with each of our wands in it.
J: Yeah they gave us our wands, menus, we took everything! Anything to remember I guess.
Selena, how excited are you about being a big sister?
S: I’m very excited, very, very excited! It’s something that my parents have been wanting for a
really long time. They’ve been trying and now it finally happened, so they’re excited. We are
doing the nursery and all that stuff, so it’s going to be really exciting for me!
You have powers on the show, if you could have one superpower what would it be?
S: I wouldn’t do anything because me with magic is awful! Do you see on our show? Do you see
that it never works on the show, so I don’t know how we would do it in real life.
D: I probably would do a ‘make it disappear’ spell. Just anything you don’t like just make it
disappear. If someone asks you something that you don’t necessarily like, paparazzi, if
something is repetitive over the day, and it’s annoying you can just make it disappear.
Selena, How does it feel to be the girlfriend of a superstar like Justin Bieber who has a lot
of fans?
S: I think fans in general, whether it’s his, whether it’s mine, whether it’s David’s, I think fans in
general are passionate and they love that person and they commit to it. It’s really beautiful, it’s a
beautiful connection and I love it. I don’t think it’s bad at all.
What’s next for you? What’s in the works for you?
D: I just did this movie in Mexico called Little Boy in Rosarito for a few months. That was a lot
of fun, it’s a WWII drama so it’s totally different than anything I’ve ever done. It’s got Kevin
James, Tom Wilkinson, Emily Watson, Sean Astin. That comes out at the end of next year and
a movie in February called Borrowers. And you have two movies coming out, tell us about them
Selena.
S: I’ll be shooting two movies in the beginning of next year. One will be called Spring Breakers
and the other Hot Mess. They’re both different, the first one is this really fun, independent, dark
movie and the second one is a comedy and it’s fun. It’s about these four girls, it’ll be cool. And
then I’ll be working on my fourth album.

J: I have a movie called New Years Eve that is out now, that’s been out for like a week. And I
have a movie called Tom Sawyer & Huckleberry Finn hoping to come out soon.
How do you think fans will respond to the finale?
J: For the most part fans will be excited! I think their expectations are met because there are
certain fans that only want Alex to win, certain fans that want Justin to win, or Max. I hope
everyone gets what they want in the conclusion. There are some people that will be a little
disappointed but it’s a really cool ending and it’s something that appeals to everybody.
Who do you think will be the winner? Be sure to watch which one of these wizards gets to
keep their powers January 6th on the Disney Channel.
Written by Liz Calvario
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A Slew of Stars Hit Up Variety’s 5th Annual
Power of Youth Event!
Oct 24, 2011 at 9:07pm
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Young Hollywood came out in full force to support friends being honored at Variety’s 5th annual
Power of Youth event!
Some of the young actors who were being honored for their help and work on behalf of many
great organization and causes, were Chloe Moretz, Hailee Steinfeld, Darren Criss, Hayden
Panettiere, Bailee Madison, Angus T. Jones and Rico Rodriguez. Each honoree gave a brief
speech thanking their organization and cause while letting us know more about how we can help.
Variety Power of Youth’s goal is to encourage the young entertainers of this generation to help
and support humanitarian and charitable causes. With their positions in pop culture they hope to
inspire millions of young adults to do the same.
Celebuzz got a chance to speak with Hayden, who was being honored for her work with The
Whaleman Foundation, and the 22-year-old actress told us:
“If all life on land would be wiped out it would only be a matter of time before life reemerged
from the ocean, but if all life in the ocean was wiped out it would eventually die off.” She also
told us “it’s good to show kids that they can give back and they can make a difference.”
Modern Family’s Rico Rodriguez told us about his start with the Camp Ronald McDonald for
Good Times “I really got inspired by the powerful kids there who are fighting for their lives. I
just wanted to continue that and I wanted to bring awareness to the cause.”

Many other young stars attended the event such as Kat Graham from Vampire Diaries, who
gave us some scoop about a new character soon to be appearing on the show! Some other stars
who attended include Desperate Housewives’s Andrea Bowen, Internet sensation Rebecca
Black, Modern Family’s Nolan Gould, and many more.
Written by Liz Calvario
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‘The Descendants’ Star Amara Miller Talks
Working with George Clooney (VIDEOS)
The Independent Spirit Awards
Feb. 26, 2012
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